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Global business consulting for a dynamic world
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Protiviti is a global business consulting firm that delivers deep expertise, objective insights, a tailored approach and unparalleled collaboration.

Who we are
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Artificial Intelligence Services

Unlock business insights through evidence-based analytics





Artificial Intelligence (AI) is changing the way we do business. Across all industries organizations are adopting AI to improve processes and drive new business opportunities.


Learn more
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GENERATIONS

Unlocking the productivity potential of a multigenerational workforce





Protiviti is proud to be partnering with The Inclusion Initiative at the London School of Economics on a three-year study.


Read more
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Global Board Governance Survey

Views on Board Governance — Where Directors and C-Suite Leaders Align and Diverge





The views of more than 1,000 directors and C-suite executives on the role and effectiveness of the board are the focus of this report on the results of our inaugural Global Board Governance Survey.


Read more
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Enabling Enterprise AI Adoption Through Next-Generation Governance

Artificial intelligence (AI) has become increasingly important in the enterprise, thanks in part to the rise of generative AI (GenAI). While not a new technology or concept, AI (including machine learning) holds tremendous promise to transform...
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Sustainability: Frequently Asked Questions

The subject of sustainability continues to evolve and present challenges and opportunities for businesses. Protiviti has created a guide of frequently asked questions to provide helpful insight to help businesses navigate sustainability matters....
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Understanding the Global Internal Audit Standards

Republished from a three-part series of articles on The Protiviti View, our blog featuring commentary, insights and points of view from Protiviti leaders and SMEs on key challenges and risks companies are facing today, along with new and emerging...
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An Open Letter to CEOs and Board Members: In Support of the Compliance Function

We’ve all heard it said: “Tone at the top” is critical to the success of a compliance function, and financial institution regulators expect CEOs and boards of directors to foster a “culture of compliance” in the institutions they oversee. We’d expect...
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Top of Mind – April edition

Welcome to the April edition of our Top-of-Mind newsletter!This month, we explore workforce change strategies, board governance insights, NIST's CSF 2.0 release implications, tactics for driving profitability, the importance of compliance functions,...
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Building financial resilience

In the rapidly evolving business landscape, chief financial officers (CFOs) and finance directors (FDs) face several challenges, from the unpredictable economic environment to the ability to attract and retain top talent and the organisation’s...
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Executive Perspectives on Top Risks for 2024 and 2034

The 12th annual Top Risks Survey report highlights top-of-mind issues for directors and executives around the globe over the next year - 2024 - and a decade later – 2034.
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Working at Protiviti




Bringing Your Whole Self to Work.



Learn about how at Protiviti, we come together to share diverse ideas and experiences, grow professionally and personally, and collaborate to create a better future for our people, our clients and the communities in which we live and work.




Join us
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Hospitality Company Builds Foundation for Pursuing Responsible AI, Mitigating Risk with Comprehensive Standards and Enhanced Controls

Experience the transformative potential of responsible AI. Our tailored governance framework ensures ethical use and compliance, guiding your AI journey.
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Law Firm Navigates High-Stakes Class Action Litigation

Our client had taken on a high-stakes, high-profile class action suit that, if successful, could result in a settlement impacting one of the world’s largest electronic consumer products companies and their customers. The client was faced with...
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Global Payments Leader Improves Contract Lifecycle Management Processes

Protiviti helped our client select and implement a lifecycle management system including PMO activities, process design contract and business requirements documentation, legacy contract data extraction, super user training and UAT....
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Solving Legacy Accounting Challenges With Automation and Process Improvements

Protiviti partnered with clients to implement best-of-breed digital solutions to automate financial close processes, along with process improvements and data governance and controls solutions to resolve the issues. Change management to support...
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Organisational Changes Drive Seamless Transformation of Back-Office Processes to Propel Business Strategy

Protiviti partnered with leading technology company to assess, redesign, and standardise procurement, accounting, and finance functions. The company’s overall goal was to eliminate manual and disparate back-office processes to create capacity for...
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Change management, automation and new digital tools transform finance operations for educational services company

A $1 billion educational services holding company that operates in the U.S., Australia and New Zealand needed to transform its finance operations. The organisation, which operates numerous higher-education institutions and provides a workplace...
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